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Abstract: Lithium-ion batteries are state of the art and, still, their performance is constantly improving.
To increase the energy density and electric conductivity, electrodes are usually calendered. Hereby,
a higher degree of compaction, while reducing structural damage, can be reached by heating the
calendering rolls. For industrially relevant line speeds, it is however questionable whether the
contact time between electrode and roll is sufficient to reach the full positive effect of the increased
temperature. This study shows a numerical approach based on the discrete element method to
simulate the heating behavior of electrodes before and during calendering using a typical NMC622-cathode as a model structure. To improve the results of existing, more simplified discrete
element method simulations, which neglect the heat transfer through the carbon black–binder matrix,
an extension with heat transfer through the carbon black–binder matrix has been implemented.
Considering process parameters, such as calender roll temperature and line speed, as well as electrode
parameters, such as thickness and porosity, this model can provide an individual calculation of the
heating behavior to evaluate the need for a preheating device. Specifically, this study provides an
in depth analysis of the influence of the mass loading on the heating time. It becomes clear that
preheating can be of great relevance especially for high mass loadings, as well as high line speeds, as
the required heating time increases by 116% when the basis weight is increased by 50%.
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1. Introduction
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Lithium-ion batteries play a central role in the transformation of the energy supply.
The ever-increasing demands on the performance of these batteries can be achieved by
optimizing the process parameters in the individual processes in the complex process chain,
in addition to improvements in cell design and the materials used [1].
At a cell level, a significant influence of process parameters on the electrode structure
and thus on the cell performance has been demonstrated in various studies for the process
steps of mixing and dispersion, drying, and calendering.
Bockholt et al. have studied the influence of the dry and wet mixing process on the
slurry properties and the electrode structure, as well as the electrochemical performance [2].
The influence of different binder mixing sequences was shown by Kitamura et al. They
observed differences in adsorption of the binder to the particles, which had an influence on
the rheology of the slurry and the electrode structure [3].
Using fluorescent additives, Jaiser et al. have identified an intermediate period during
electrode drying that is very sensitive to high drying rates, resulting in binder segregation [4]. Based on this, they have developed a three-stage drying profile that ensures high
electrode quality in combination with a fast drying process [5]. As drying thick electrodes
is particularly challenging due to binder segregation and crack formation, Kumberg et al.
have investigated this issue and recommend using high drying temperatures with low heat
transfer coefficients to increase diffusive binder mobility [6].
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Regarding the calendering process, Schreiner et al. identified various machine/material–
process–structure correlations that can be considered for optimal process design [7]. Lu
et al. [8] used X-ray nano-computed tomography to study the structure evolution during calendering and correlated it with electrode performance. Based on these results, critical densification levels were identified beyond which the electrode performance drops significantly.
Meyer et al. [9] have shown that higher degrees of compaction are possible by using
heated calender rolls, or that lower line loads are required for the same degree of compaction
due to the increase of the binder’s elastic deformability at higher temperatures [10].
Numerical approaches represent a promising approach to increase the process understanding for various unit operations. For the calendering of battery electrodes, different
discrete element method approaches exist, which can be distinguished by the method in
which the inactive material is displayed. Ngandjong et al. replace the additives with a surrogate material of corresponding aggregates [11], while Sangros et al. add inactive material
in the form of cylindrical solid bridges (bonds) [12–14]. In addition, hybrid approaches that
combine both model conceptions also exist. All approaches are able to yield experimental
results with sufficient accuracy [15].
With the help of the discrete element method (DEM), Sangros et al. investigated the
influence of the electrode porosity and the active material distribution on the thermal
conductivity. However, this approach neglects the influence of the inactive material and
therefore shows optimization potential, especially with respect to the thermal isolation of
various particles. In this study, we extend the bond model used by Sangros et al. in the
context of calendering by thermal conduction through the inactive carbon black–binder
matrix and improve the formation of particle contacts as well as conductive pathways.
Based on these findings, a methodology to evaluate the heating behavior in relation to the
process time is established.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Simulation Set Up
In order to create a model cathode, the DEM procedure (Figure 1) from Sangros [12]
was used. Here, the active material was modeled according to a discretized particle size
distribution determined via laser diffraction. The particle size distribution was divided into
five representative intervals which included the same particle volume. The middle of each
interval was used as its respective particle diameter. The exact number of particles for each
size fraction is listed in Appendix A (Table A1). The particles were randomly generated in
a representative volume element (RVE), considering the initial layer thickness, porosity,
electrode formulation, and particle size distribution. Periodic boundary conditions were
used in the X and Y directions.
Binder and carbon black (CB) are assumed to form a homogeneous matrix, forming
idealized cylindrical bonds between the particles as shown in Sangros et al. [12]. Here, the
radius of the cylindrical base of the bonds is proportional to the radius of the smaller bond
partner with a proportionality factor c. A bond is formed between two particles with the
radii ri and rj with the center distance dij if the following criterion is fulfilled:


dij < ri + rj + ri + rj ·c
(1)
The calibration factor c determines the maximum bond length as a function of the
radii of the potential bond partners. Since this approach favors the formation of bonds by
coarser particles, smaller particles partially do not form any bonds, while coarse particles
form significantly too many bonds. This problem was resolved by defining an overall
maximum bond length as an additional criterion, so that c can be increased without coarse
particles forming too many bonds. The parameters c and the overall maximum bond length
were systematically varied within meaningful values in order to represent the real binder
and carbon black contents within the experimentally produced electrodes. For this, the
overall maximum bond length and c were increased until every particle was connected to
the bond network.
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Figure 1. Example for a simulated model electrode. Bonds are displayed as cylinders between the
spherical particles. Temperature of the respective particle or bond is represented by color. The
position of the plates representing the roll (top) and the current collector (bottom) relative to the
electrode is depicted in grey. The dashed lines represent the upper and lower surface of the electrode.

The radius of each bond equals the product of the minimum radius of the two bonded
partners multiplied with the scaling factor α. The parameter α was adjusted so that the
total volume of the bonds reaches the target volume. The target volume for the inactive
material was calculated using the densities of each material, the electrode formulation, and
the overall electrode porosity.
The volume of each bond can be calculated as the volume of a cylinder considering the
bond length and bond diameter. The sum of the individual bond volumes can be related to
the overall volume of the simulation box to calculate the inactive material volume fraction
used in the simulation. Thus, by adjusting the parameters c, α, and the overall maximum
bond length, different binder and CB fractions can be set.
2.2. Heat Conduction Model
In the simulations presented, it was assumed that there were no temperature gradients within the particles and that heat flux via the gas phase in the pores was negligible.
Furthermore, the mechanical and thermal properties of the particles were kept constant
during temperature changes [13]. The simulations were carried out using the open source
DEM code LIGGGHTS [16].
The original LIGGGHTS code [16] features a thermal conductivity model that is
capable of transferring heat upon direct particle contact [17].
.
The transferred heat Qij between two particles i and j with temperatures Ti and Tj is
described as follows:
.

Qij = hc,ij · Ti − Tj
(2)
According to Chaudhuri [17], the heat transfer coefficient hc,ij between the particles i
and j in contact is defined as
hc,ij =

1
4ki kj
·(Acontact,ij ) 2
ki + kj

(3)

The contact area of both particles equals Acontact,ij . In the case of identical thermal
conductivities ki and kj of both particles, the heat transfer coefficient can be estimated
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considering the contact force in the normal direction Fn between the particles i and j, the
effective Young’s modulus E*, and the effective radius r* [17]:
1

hc,ij

3Fn r∗ 3
= 2ki ·(
)
4E∗

(4)

However, since the electrode model developed by Sangros et al. [12] uses bonds to
represent binder and CB, the heat conduction model was extended to include heat transfer
through these bonds. For this purpose, the following simplifying assumptions were made:

•
•
•

Each individual bond has its own temperature, which is uniform over the entire bond.
The bond consists of a homogeneous material that has a specific heat capacity and
thermal conductivity.
The influence of the temperature on the heat conductivity is neglected.

Since the use of the bond model is already subject to various simplifying assumptions,
the same physical laws are used for the heat transfer from particles to bonds. The thermal
conductivity of the bonds kb is used as a calibration parameter. This calibration parameter
takes various uncertainties into account such as the bond shape, and the homogeneous
distribution of CB and binder within the bond. Advantageously, the simulation time
can be kept low compared to better resolved methods [18], while being able to simulate
significantly larger structures.
The heat flow between bond b and particle i with the temperatures Ti and Tb is given by
.

Qib = hc,ib ·(Ti − Tb )

(5)

where hc,ib corresponds to the heat transfer coefficient between the bond and the particle.
The cross-sectional area of the bond is used as the cross-sectional area Aib analogous to
Equation (3):
1
4ki kb
hc,ij =
·(Aib ) 2
(6)
ki + kb
If two particles are directly in contact, the contact area used for heat conduction
across the bond Aib is reduced by the projected cross-sectional area of the particle–particle
contact Acontact,ij .
2.3. Bond-Model Parameter Estimation
To calibrate the model, thermal conductivities of cathodes were taken from the literature. Since this study evaluates a worst case scenario for the thermal conductivity of
electrodes, the lowest thermal conductivities for cathodes reported from the literature were
used, leaving the thermal conductivity of bonds as a parameter for calibration. The worst
case scenario was evaluated due to the fact that a lot of uncertainties such as the change in
structure during calendering cannot be described exactly. Thus, the study describes the
worst possible thermal conductivity behavior of the electrode. Consequently, the method
presented here can provide an estimation of the highest possible heating time, as for example, for process design. For this purpose, a virtual cathode structure with a weight per
unit area of 20.1 mg cm−2 was generated (see Section 3). The bond generation (c, overall
maximum bond length, and α) was adjusted so that the correct inactive material volume
according to the electrode’s formulation was achieved (see Section 2.1).
The thermal conductivity of the bonds was determined in a steady state (Figure 2),
generating two plates: one below and one above with constant temperature. The current
collector is depicted by the lower plate, and so it has the same temperature as the particles
and was assigned as aluminum. The upper plate has a higher temperature, as it represents
the heated calendering roll, and was assumed to be made of steel.
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Figure 2. Method to determine the thermal conductivity of the model electrode. Particles shown
in blue, carbon black–binder matrix (CBM) in orange, and the heat source and sink in black and
grey, respectively.

In order to establish contact between the plates and the layer, both plates were placed
so that they overlap the top and bottom of the electrode by 0.5 µm (Figure 1). To correctly
set the position of the plates, the upper and lower edges of the electrode were assumed to be
equal to the highest and lowest edge of all particles in the simulation domains, respectively.
This does not change the electrode structure, since the particle’s positions were fixed during
the heat conduction simulation. Preliminary studies showed no influence of the overlap
width on the thermal conductivity.
The material parameters used can be found in Table 1. Hong Sun et al. [19] investigated
the heat conductivity of different NMC chemistries. For this study, a heat capacity of
700 J kg−1 K−1 was assumed.
Table 1. Structural parameters of the model cathodes.
NMC

Carbon Black–Binder Domain

Aluminum

Steel

Heat conductivity
[W m−1 K−1 ]

4.3

Subject of calibration process

235

20

Heat capacity
[J kg−1 K−1 ]

700

954

896

473

Density
[g cm−3 ]

4.74

1.75

2.7

7.8

For the carbon black–binder matrix, averages of both materials were taken from
commercially available materials with respect to density and heat capacity. The thermal
conductivity of steel greatly varies depending on its composition (~10–80 W m−1 K−1 [20]).
The value of 20 W m−1 K−1 was selected from the lower end of the value range in order
to remain close to the worst case scenario. The heat capacities of the roll and the current
collector were negligible, since their temperatures were kept constant in the simulation.
Using known boundary temperatures TRoll and TCurrentCollector , area of the representative volume element A, and layer thickness tE , the total thermal conductivity λ of the
.
electrode can be determined using the simulated amount of heat QE transferred from the
heat source to the layer (Sangrós et al. 2016):
.

λ=

.

QE
TRoll − TCurrentCollector

·

tE
A

(7)
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The total thermal conductivity λ can be calculated using heat flux at the heat sink or
heat source. These calculations were carried out using a python script. Approaching the
steady state, the difference between both heat fluxes strives towards zero, which results in
a common λ.
In order to track the temperature profile of the particles, the electrode was divided
along the layer thickness into 10 segments of equal thickness. Within these segments, the
average temperature of the particles was determined and weighted by the volume that the
particles contribute to each segment. Once a steady state was reached, Equation (7) was
used to determine the total thermal conductivity. A steady state was assumed when the
thermal conductivity λ achieved by the heat fluxes at the lower and upper plates deviates
by less than 1 × 10−4 W m−1 K−1 .
3. Results and Discussion
In the following, three NCM-based cathodes will be investigated with respect to their
thermal conductivity properties. The assumed electrodes consist of 94 wt % NCM 622,
3 wt % carbon black, and 3 wt % PVDF, but have different areal loadings (see Table 2).
Further information on the cathodes used can be taken from [21]. The reference electrodes
were coated using a pilot scale coater with a comma bar reverse roll application system.
The mass loading was continuously measured by traversing sensor (USM200, MESYS
AG). However, to demonstrate the numerical method, they were assumed to be coated
on both sides. The electrode thickness was measured using a tactile digital gauge (ID-C,
Mitutoyo). The densities and porosities were calculated using the mass loading and the
measured thickness.
Table 2. Structural parameters of the model cathodes.
Mass loading [mg cm−2 ]

20.1

25.2

30.3

Porosity [-]

42.9

42.6

41.5

2.44

2.45

2.46

82.0

102.4

123.0

Density [g

cm−3 ]

Coating thickness [µm]

To achieve the active material structures, the particles were first generated at 80%
of their size and then gradually enlarged until they reached their final size. During this,
particle contacts were created, which resulted in motion of particles. In this process, a
counterforce proportional to the speed of movement was applied to the particles against
their direction of movement in order to relax the system.
The passive material is considered collectively as bonds, as described previously. To
calibrate the thermal conductivity of the bonds, the cathode with an areal loading of 20.1 mg
cm−2 with an assumed thermal conductivity of 0.2 W m−1 K−1 (taken from [18]) was used.
This results in a thermal conductivity of bonds of 0.12 W m−1 K−1 . To validate the result,
the thermal conductivity of the electrodes with higher areal loadings was calculated with a
bond thermal conductivity of 0.12 W m−1 K−1 . It was expected that with the calibrated
thermal bond conductivity, the same overall thermal conductivity of the electrode would be
achieved for other areal loadings. The results show an almost constant thermal conductivity
of the electrodes of 0.201 W m−1 K−1 in the mean with a deviation of 1.1%.
Oehler [18], referring to the work of Hamilton and Crosser [22], states the thermal
conductivity of the carbon black–binder domain as 0.66 W m−1 K−1 (weight ratio CB to
PVDF 1:1), which is about 5 times higher than in this study. This can be attributed to
various causes. First, it must be noted that the thermal conductivity determined in this
work was the result of a calibration process. This means that the thermal conductivity of
the electrode has been defined a priori according to the literature data, and the thermal
conductivity of the carbon black–binder domain must accordingly not be interpreted
exclusively as a material parameter, since it is also subject to influences such as the model
assumption of cylindrical carbon black–binder bridges and possible inhomogeneities in
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the local distribution of the inactive materials. In addition, it must be emphasized that
Hamilton and Crosser’s approach assumes a homogeneous inactive material phase [18,22].
Based on different works that have investigated the influence of the dispersion process on
the carbon black structure, it can be assumed that this assumption is at most only partially
fulfilled [2,23,24].
Furthermore, an influence of the stochastically generated active material structure can
be expected, since it can be assumed that a non-uniform distribution of the active material
framework or a distribution with more or less active material overlaps would lead to
changes in the calibrated conductivity of the carbon black–binder domain. In future studies,
structures generated by physically based drying simulations or µCT images could be used
as a basis for the thermal conduction simulation to increase the quality of the results.
Furthermore, a comparison is to be made with the previous model approach of Sangros [13] (Figure 3). For the same initial structure, the presented model with thermally
conductive bonds (called new) was applied and compared to the model using non-thermally
conductive bonds (called old). It is noticeable that in the old model, only particles in direct
contact to the heated plate heat up. This is due to the fact that these particles do not have
direct overlaps with other particles below, which is predefined by the generated structure.
Since this work is not concerned with the influence of different electrode structures, but
rather with evaluating the model extensions, the previously used initial structure was
compacted to produce more direct particle–particle contacts to allow for a more illustrative
comparison between the models.

Figure 3. Temperature distribution at a steady state for uncompressed electrodes (top); compressed
electrodes (bottom); using the alter approach (left) [13] and using the new approach (right).

In order to compact the structure, the upper plate was lowered 2.5 µm in analogy
to Sangros’ calendering model [14]. This compaction assures that the old model is now
able to form continuous heat conduction paths. However, thermally isolated particles and
groups thereof are still clearly visible. This phenomenon of thermally isolated particles
is also described by Sangros. To show its advantages, the new heat conduction model
was applied to the compacted structure (Figure 3). Here, all particles are thermally connected to the system by enabling the thermal conduction via particle contacts as well as
the carbon black–binder bonds. When comparing the thermal conductivities, the additional thermal paths due to the bonds greatly increase the thermal conductivity of the
electrode from 0.181 W m−1 K−1 to 0.532 W m−1 K−1 (Figure 4). The uncompacted struc-
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ture with bonds, which has few particle–particle contacts, has a thermal conductivity of
only 0.202 W m−1 K−1 , which clearly shows that the interaction of carbon black–binder
and direct particle–particle contacts is decisive for the thermal conductivity of the model
electrode. The thermal conductivity of the particles is approximately 35 times higher compared to the bonds, clearly indicating that conductive paths via direct particle–particle
contacts are significantly more thermally conductive. However, even a single small defect
is enough to completely disrupt the conduction path.

Figure 4. Comparison of the heating behavior of compressed electrodes using the old (without bonds)
and the new (with bonds) approach.

By including bonds in the thermal conductivity, a large number of new conductive
paths were created, which make the thermal conductivity much more pronounced than
would be expected based on the thermal conductivities of the uncompacted electrode with
heat conducting bonds and the compacted electrode without heat conducting bonds. The
heat conductivity of the uncompacted electrode using heat conducting bonds is mainly
based on the bonds, while the heat conductivity of the compacted electrode without conducting bonds is exclusively based on particle–particle contacts. However, the compacted
electrodes with the conducting bonds show better conductivity than would be expected
based on the other two cases combined.
Again, in order to be sufficient for worst case estimation, a contact between the
particles and the plates was only generated analogous to the steady-state calibration
measurement. The simultaneous compression of the electrode during the calendering
process would strongly accelerate the heating of the layer due to a better contacting within
the electrode coating.
The heating behavior of electrodes with different weights per unit area is shown in
Figure 5. The curves follow the same trend, with higher loaded electrodes showing slower
heating behavior. The closer the layer is to the heat source, the larger the temperature
gradient becomes. In the following, an electrode is assumed to be fully heated if the
temperature difference to the temperature of the heat source is less than 10 K in all layers.
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Figure 5. Temperature at different positions (see legend) along the electrode height for different areal
loadings.

The heating time required for a complete heating should now be related to the complete
contact time of an electrode in order to evaluate the possible advantage of preheating
systems under the aspect of coating through heating. Aspects such as changes in web
tension cannot be taken into account by this method but should be considered separately
and included in the evaluation.
Following Meyer [25], the contact length lcontact of a surface element of a double-sided
coated electrode with the calender roll till the point of maximum compression, at which the
binder should be fully heated up, can estimated as
lcontact =

q

2·RRoll ·(hA − hB )

(8)

The radius of the calendering role is named RRoll , while hA and hB correspond to half
the electrode thickness before calendering, in the calender gap, and after calendering.
Taking into account the line speed vline , the contact time can be estimated as
tcontact =

lcontact
vline

(9)

Table 3 shows the calculated contact times for the investigated electrodes (Table 2) for
a compaction to approximately 3 g cm− 3 using a calender with a roll diameter of 465 mm
in relation to the respective heating times for different line speeds. An electrode is assumed
to be fully heated as soon as the lowest particle segment temperature deviates less than
10 K from the heat source. It turns out that by increasing areal loading, the required heating
time increases faster than the contact time with the calender roll. For a low line speed of
2 m min− 1 at an areal loading of 20.1 mg cm− 2 , the heating time is 97.3% of the contact
time, while at an areal loading of 30.3 mg cm− 2 it is already 178.7%. For a line speed of
50 m min− 1 , the contact time between the calendering roll and electrode is less than 5% of
the required heating time.
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Table 3. Contact times between roll and electrode and the respective heating up times for different
areal loadings assuming a line speed of 2 m min−1 and 50 m min−1 neglecting the looping of the
electrode and the roller.
Areal Loading
[mg cm−2 ]

Contact Time with Roll at 2 m min−1
till Maximum Compression [ms]

Contact Time with Roll at 50 m min−1
till Maximum Compression [ms]

Heating Up Time
[ms]

20.1

86.37

3.45

~84

25.2

93.21

3.73

~114

30.3

101.83

4.07

~182

Against this background, preheating of the electrodes appears to be advantageous for
ultra-thick cathodes or for very high line speeds.
However, considering all the worst case assumptions have been made, the real heating
times should be significantly lower. In the long run, therefore, the simulation should be
coupled with a calendering simulation. However, correctly calibrating the dependence
of the mechanical behavior of the carbon black–binder matrix on the temperature is a
major challenge. As it is normally calibrated iteratively by the overall mechanical behavior,
an expected change in the stiffness and damping behavior of the electrode cannot be
calibrated correctly with this method due to temperature gradients during the heated
calendering process, so that in this work compaction during heating through has been
omitted and the results therefore represent the worst possible thermal conductivity behavior
of the electrode.
For the consideration of heated calender rolls on the calendering process, a uniform
electrode temperature and thus uniform mechanical carbon black–binder matrix should
be assumed first. For several temperatures in the range of the intermediate of the ambient
and roll temperature, the mechanical parameters of the solid bridges should be calibrated
separately. The calibration experiments should be carried out with the lowest possible
line speeds so that the assumption of homogeneous temperature is as valid as possible.
Subsequently, interpolation equations for the bridge stiffness and the damping behavior
of the solid bridges as a function of temperature should be developed. These equations
could be used to adjust the mechanical properties of the bonds dynamically during the
calendering simulation with heated rolls. The implementation of such a strategy is the
subject of ongoing work.
4. Conclusions
The model presented by Sangros et al. [13] for investigating the thermal conductivity
of electrodes was not able to depict the influence of the carbon black–binder matrix on the
heat conduction though a battery electrode. In this work, a modification to this electrode
model was implemented that enables heat conduction though the carbon black–binder
matrix, thus refraining from ignoring the inactive material volume. This removes the
phenomena of thermally isolated particles, as observed in the initial model, resulting in a
more realistic representation of the heat conduction through the electrode coatings.
Furthermore, a methodology was presented to obtain the unknown thermal conductivity of the carbon black–binder matrix, treating it as a calibration factor by adjusting
the overall heat conduction coefficient of a model electrode using a steady state case. The
extended model was used to evaluate the heating process of various electrodes. The results indicate that the interplay of particle–particle contacts and the carbon black–binder
matrix dominates the heat conduction through electrodes rather than a single mechanism
being dominant. This observation underlines the importance of the consideration of heat
conduction through the carbon black–binder matrix.
The model represents a computationally fast and usable approach for larger structures
to simulate the thermal conductivity of electrodes. It operates at a faster, larger but also less
accurate scale compared to the finite element method simulation used by Oehler [18]. A later
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coupling with the Sangros [14] calendering model is possible. This could be a further step
towards the goal of a simulation tool for the complete battery electrode production chain.
The developed model was used as a possible tool to evaluate heating behavior by using
heated calendering rolls and can be adapted to the respective process (line speed) and the
respective electrode. The influence of variations in areal loadings have been demonstrated
in this study, but by adjusting the bond parameters (thermal conductivity, heat capacity,
and bond volume) the model may be adopted to other electrode formulations too. The
knowledge gained in this way can be used to estimate the need for preheating systems
for different process speeds and electrode formulations and structures. Furthermore, the
influence of the mass loading on the heating-through behavior has been investigated.
Generally, it was observed that preheating might be more beneficial for thick electrodes
and for very high line speeds.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Number of particles of each size fraction used for each areal loading.
Particle Diameter [µm]

20.1 mg cm−2

25.2 mg cm−2

30.3 mg cm−2

6.5

293

367

441

7.58

452

567

682

8.6

539

675

812

9.82

787

986

1186

11.35

624

782

940
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